Abstract. Let K be a real quadratic field. For certain K with sufficiently small discriminant we produce explicit unit generators for specific ray class fields of K using a numerical method that arose in the study of complete sets of equiangular lines in C d (known in quantum information as symmetric informationally complete measurements or SICs). The construction in low dimensions suggests a general recipe for producing unit generators in infinite towers of ray class fields above arbitrary K and we summarise this in a conjecture. Such explicit generators are notoriously difficult to find, so this recipe may be of some interest.
Let D ≥ 2 be a square-free integer with corresponding real quadratic field K = Q( √ D). Using class field theory, many questions about the abelian extensions of K can be reduced to arithmetic in the corresponding ring of integers Z K . But in contrast to the abelian extensions of Q, of imaginary quadratic fields [5] , or more generally, of CM fields [16] , it is still not known how to construct explicit generators for the abelian extensions of an arbitrary real quadratic field.
Let d ≥ 4 be an integer such that D is the square-free part of (d − 1) is the rank-1 hermitian projector onto Cv. It is easily
shown [6] that C d can contain at most d 2 equiangular lines. Following established terminology in quantum information theory [13] , we say that a complete set of d 2 equiangular lines is Symmetric and Informationally Complete (SIC ), or a SIC. The common angle of a SIC is necessarily cos −1 1 √ d+1 [6] . Explicit constructions of SICs have been found in dimensions d = 1-21, 24, 28, 30, 35, 39 and 48. Numerical evidence suggests that they exist for all d ≤ 121, and they are conjectured to exist in every finite dimension [13, 14, 15, 21] . With one exception [7] , every known construction is unitarily equivalent to an orbit of the group (Z dZ) 2 under the projective unitary representation taking j to the image of X In what follows, all SICs considered will be orbits of (Z dZ) 2 under the action of this representation. If v ∈ C d is such that Cv is contained in some SIC, we call v and its corresponding projector Π v fiducial. Then C d contains one or more unitarily inequivalent SICs with at least one orbit E satisfying Q(E) = R. Moreover, for every other known orbit E, Q(E) Q is a finite Galois extension containing R. These statements are a substantial strengthening of results and conjectures in [2] . Short calculations reveal that the field Q(Π v ) generated by the matrix elements
Given a nonzero
) under complex conjugation for each dimension in (2). Because the above fields Q(E) are Galois and are thus closed under complex conjugation, they are also equal to the fields generated by the matrix elements Π v for all Cv ∈ E.
After introducing the necessary geometric and number-theoretical apparatus in the next two sections, we establish some properties of the ray class fields in §4. In §5 and §6 we relate invariants of the geometric objects to arithmetic quantities in the ray class fields and to associated canonical units. Section 7 outlines our computational verification of Proposition 1.1. We illustrate the main results in the appendix by focussing on the particular case of dimension 19.
SIC orbits under the extended Weil representation
, where ∆ j ↤ j is any choice of section, and where
by definition satisfying c k,ℓ c j,k+ℓ = c j+k,ℓ c j,k . In turn, this cocycle determines a skew-multiplicative pairing (j, k) ↦ e j,k = c j,k c k,j , which satisfies ∆ j ∆ k ∆ −1 j ∆ −1 k = e j,k I, where e j,k ∈ ⟨ζ d ⟩ for every j, k. It is independent of the choice of section, hence an invariant of the extension. The extension (3) is a Heisenberg group if e is nondegenerate (i.e. induces an isomorphism between {(j, 0) ∶ j ∈ Z dZ} and {(0, j) ∶ j ∈ Z dZ}), whence e((Z dZ)
is a Heisenberg group and the Stone-von Neumann theorem [17, 18] asserts that every unitary representation ρ ∶ H → U(d) acting as the identity on scalars has the form ρ(h) = U ρ hU −1 ρ , for some U ρ ∈ U(d) that is uniquely determined up to scalars. Thus follows the existence of the Weil representation [19] , a canonical projective unitary representation of the group Aut 0 (H) of automorphisms of H fixing its center,
In quantum computing, Aut 0 (H) is known as the projective generalized Clifford group and the normalizer of H in U(d) is known as the generalized Clifford group. This group sits in an extension [12] 
is a function and t ↦ F t is a surjective homomorphism. The injection in (4) is defined by j ↦ (h ↦ ∆ j h∆ −j ) and gives an action of (Z dZ)
2 that depends only on the pairing:
, while the pairing is independent of the phases:
j1j2 of phases gives the section
used in [2, 14] and in §5 and §6, which satisfies ∆
, in which case the following hold [12] : e and c have the same isometry group, the phase in (5) is a homomorphism ϕ t ∶ (Z dZ) 2 → ⟨ζ d ⟩ and the extension (4) splits as a semidirect product Aut
This splitting identifies each automorphism t ∈ Aut 0 (H) with a pair t = (j t , F t ). We henceforth identify (Z dZ) 2 and Sp 2 (Z dZ) with their images j ↦ (j, 1) and (0, F ) ↤ F in Aut 0 (H) under this splitting. For general d, there is a surjective homomorphism (Z dZ) 
, with complex conjugation mapping to 1 0 0 −1 . There is similarly a surjective homomorphism (Z dZ)
Because we only consider SICs that are orbits of (Z dZ) 2 , the set of all SICs decomposes into orbits of ESp 2 (Z d ′ Z), and aside 1 from dimension 3, there are only finitely many such orbits in every known case.
We define the stabilizer group of a fiducial as the subgroup of (Z dZ)
We refer to such a fiducial as centred (in [2] such fiducials were called "simple"). As observed in [14] , the order-3 element can always be chosen to be conjugate to either
, the latter possibility only occurring when d ≡ 3 mod 9. We note that S 0 is in fact always cyclic in the known instances for d ≥ 4.
In the enumeration scheme of [14] the orbits for d ≠ 3 are specified by the dimension followed by a letter, and for future reference we also list here the type of stabilizer (F z or F a ). For dimensions in the list (2), the orbits that are known to generate R over the rationals are as follows:
[F z -type] 4a, 5a, 6a, 7b, 8b, 9ab, 10a, 11c, 13ab, 14ab, 15d, 16ab, 17c, 18ab, 19e, 20ab, 24c, 28c, 35j,
Here, two or more letters indicates several orbits-for instance 13ab is shorthand for 13a, 13b and 39a-f means 39a, . . . , 39f . The field generated is known to contain, but to be strictly larger than R for the remaining orbits:
See [2, 3] for a detailed analysis of the number fields associated to the orbits in the two lists. Scott and Grassl [14] have, with high probability, identified every orbit for d ≤ 50; however, many of them are only known numerically. The above two lists contain every orbit for which an exact solution is known. In the first list (7) the number of orbits in each dimension is the same as the class number of K for that dimension. This might not be an accident, as we discuss in §5.
Pell's equation and towers of ray class fields over K
We now prove the assertions made in the introduction about infinite sequences of dimensions
. . all of which give rise to the same value of D. Conjecturally these give us 'towers' of ray class fields lying above each quadratic field K. [23] . For an in-depth look at the case d = 3, see also [8] .
In other words, u D is the first power of u f of norm 1.
Lemma 3.1. The following are equivalent.
(i) d is a positive integer such that the square-free part of
is the rational part of u r D for some r ∈ N.
Proof. Statement (i) is equivalent to saying there exists y ∈ Z such that
in turn is equivalent to
But it is also a root of the monic integral polynomial X 2 − (d − 1)X + 1, hence a unit. Therefore [5, §11B] it is a power of u D , proving (ii). The converse is just a restatement of the definitions. 
Let us define a shifted version of the functions T n by
, and for convenience extend it to negative n by defining T * −n = T * n . Equation (10) may be rephrased in terms of the new functions T * n and rearranged to read:
. . is a strictly increasing sequence of positive integers. Proof. Fix D. The defining recursion
for the Chebyshev polynomials yields the following recursion for the shifted version:
If x ∈ Z then all terms are in Z, so for the particular case of a positive integer d,
, and in fact for any positive integer r we have d nr ≡ d (n−3)r mod d r . We now have three cases according to the congruence class of n modulo 3:
is any increasing sequence of integers coprime to 3 such that × denote multiplicative congruence. Let σ D be the unique non-trivial element of Gal(K Q). Write R = R 1,2 for the ray class field of K modulo d ′ with ramification allowed at both infinite primes; similarly we write R 0 , R 1 and R 2 when ramification is allowed respectively at no infinite primes, at ∞ 1 and at ∞ 2 .
Properties of the ray class fields
Proposition 4.1.
(i) R contains the d ′ -th roots of unity µ d ′ , and
(ii) R 0 is a non-trivial extension of K. Hence so are R 1 , R 2 , R.
(iii) R 0 and R are Galois over Q.
(iv) R 1 and R 2 have isomorphic Galois groups over K.
(v) R is the compositum R 1 R 2 , and
Proof. R is the fixed field of the Artin symbols ((α), R K) attached to the integral principal ideals (α)
′ is fixed by σ D and so (i) follows from:
As a direct consequence,
So to prove (ii) we only need show that 
We shall prove this after pointing out some consequences for the structure of the SIC fields. Write γ j for the unique non-trivial element of Gal(Rj R0) for j = 1, 2: that is, γj ∈ Gal(Rj K) is complex conjugation under every complex embedding of Rj . Let Γ12 be the subgroup of Gal(R K) of order 2 generated by the product γ 1 γ 2 , and recall the notation M G for the elements of a G-module M fixed by the action of G. From Proposition 4.1 it is clear that any liftingσ D of σ D swaps γ 1 and γ 2 .
Corollary 4.3. (i) R is non-abelian over Q.
(ii) R1, R2 are non-Galois over Q, having [R1 ∶ K] real places and
is a CM-field. R1, R2 and R0(ζ k ) are the 3 quadratic fields between R0 and R.
Proof. (of Corollary). If R Q were abelian then the inner automorphismσ D would be trivial. But R is the compositum of R1 and R2 = R1σ D , so R = R1 = R2, contradicting Proposition 4.2. This proves (i). For (ii): R1 is Galois over K and R1 R0 is non-trivial; so it has 
.
Let u f and u D be defined as in section 3. Since K is a real quadratic field,
with each inclusion being of finite index; and similarly with U
. So for our purposes it suffices to show that U
for then the signature factor Φ(m ∞ ) in (13) will tell the whole story of the growth in the size of the ray class groups as we successively add real places into the modulus. Now (14) says that every unit in
d ′ is a rank 1 torsion-free abelian group, all of whose elements have absolute norm +1. In particular their signature must either be (+, +) or (−, −), so we are reduced to showing that no unit in U 
Multiplying by (X − 1) shows that u 3r D ≡ 1 mod d r for all r. When d r is even, we know from C2 that d 2r is divisible by d ′ r = 2d r and thus:
Once again, multiplying by (X − 1) yields u In other words d r divides into d q − 3, proving that r < q since (d j ) j≥1 is a strictly increasing sequence. So 3 q, since otherwise q 3r ⇒ q r ⇒ q ≤ r. Writing q = 3q 0 we see that q 0 r and so q 0 ≤ r < 3q 0 = q. This forces q 0 = r or q 0 = r 2 and we now show in fact q 0 = r. If r is odd we are done. If r is even it follows from equation (16) 
Linking unitary geometry and arithmetic via subgroups of GL
Let v be a fiducial vector taken from one of the orbits in the list (7) that is centred as in §2. This section and the next are devoted to a study of the function
where the ∆ j are defined as in (6) . Unlike the components of the fiducial vector the values of the function f v are independent of both the scaling and the basis. It follows from Proposition 1.1 and (6) . In fact we have found empirically that it is possible to choose v so that the field Q(f v ) obtained by adjoining to Q all of the values of f v is equal to R 1 . We say that a centred fiducial vector for which that is true is strongly centred. Such fiducials may be characterized as follows:
• If 3 ∤ d every centred fiducial is strongly centred.
• If 3 d let n = d 3 and B = ∆ n,2n . Then for each centred fiducial v exactly one of the three vectors v, Bv, B 2 v is strongly centred.
From now on it will be assumed without comment that fiducials are strongly centred. Let L be the smallest subfield of
]; see the remark at the end of this section. In addition to the Galois action,
What follows is a tantalizing observation linking these two distinct actions, strengthening a statement in §7 of [2] . Define
Proposition 5.1. For all orbits listed in (7) L is the Hilbert class field of K, and
where M(S) is a maximal abelian subgroup of GL 2 (Z d ′ Z) containing S. For the orbits of F z -type in (7) M(S) is in fact C(S), the centralizer of S inside GL 2 (Z d ′ Z); for the orbits of F a -type M(S) is conjugate to one of three possible subgroups that are characterized in Ref. [3] .
We are grateful to John Coates for the following observation, which we hope to address in a forthcoming paper:
Remark 5.2. The appearance of the Hilbert class field in (17) cannot be a coincidence. The LHS is ostensibly a geometrically defined abelian subgroup of GL 2 (Z d ′ Z). On the other hand the RHS contains information about a subgroup of a ray class group, and therefore also potentially about the ideal class group C K of K. But this cannot be true in general, since the structure of C K is very erratic as D varies. We can therefore be confident that L will typically contain the Hilbert class field.
Our empirical observations suggest that L may be identical with the Hilbert class field in all dimensions, not just those in (2) . It follows that the Gal(L K)-set of distinct Sp 2 (Z d ′ Z)-orbits may actually be a C K -set. Preliminary numerical results communicated to us by Andrew Scott for certain higher dimensions, wherein C K is much larger than for the dimensions in (2), provide additional evidence for this speculation.
Canonical units associated to the ray class fields
We now proceed to link invariants of the SICs with canonical units associated to the ray class fields. The condition of equiangularity means that the inner products in J for which j ≢ with the θ(j) ∈ R. Let F denote R 1 ( √ d+1), with ring of integers Z F . Empirically, the normalized inner products e iθ(j) ∈ U (1) display the following remarkable properties: (
, and all of its conjugates appear as normalized inner products for the same SIC. In particular, [F ∶ K(
Remark 6.2. We have {(i),(ii)} ⇒ (iii) ⇒ (iv), because the abelian structure imposes a unique complex conjugation operator σ c ∈ Gal(F K) upon every complex embedding. So for any g ∈ Gal(F K),
Since Gal(F K) is transitive on the roots, f d is a product of reciprocal polynomials of the form x 2 − (u + u −1 )x + 1, hence is itself reciprocal. For more on the Galois theory of fields generated by reciprocal polynomials see [9] .
The units may be calculated (with some considerable work) from the set of inner products using the fiducial vectors in [2] and (6) . In Appendix A we give a worked example for the case d = 19.
For reference we now prove some criteria for when √ d+1 ∈ R 1 , i.e. when F = R 1 . Observe at the outset that 
) is a totally real biquadratic extension of Q, with exactly three distinct proper quadratic subextensions
If p is an odd prime divisor of the square-free part of d + 1 then p will ramify in K Q but not in K(
K is unramified at every place not lying over the prime 2.
When d is even, d ′ = 2d is divisible by at least 2 2 whereas d + 1 is odd, so the 2-primary part of the conductor of K( The final result of this paper is striking but the size of the necessary calculations has prevented us from testing dimensions 16, 17, 18, 20, 21, 30 and 39 in list (2) . Let U denote the group of units of the ring of integers of the field F under any one of its complex embeddings, and let V be the subgroup generated by the normalized inner products. By construction V is contained in the unit circle subgroup U ∩ U(1) of U. We would like to compare the relative ranks of V and U ∩ U (1) .
or not. Part (ii) of the Corollary to Proposition 4.2 implies that F has N d real places and
pairs of complex places; so by Dirichlet's unit theorem U is an abelian group of rank
is the maximal real subfield of F and has index 2: so it is a consequence of the lemma in §5 of [11] that the unit circle subgroup U ∩ U(1) of U has Z-rank
Proposition 6.5. In dimensions 4-8, 12 and 19, where we have been able to calculate 3 U, V is a direct summand of U ∩ U(1). In particular, U ∩ U(1) = V in dimensions 7 and 19. Proposition 6.6. In dimensions 4-15, 19, 24, 28, 35 and 48, the group V is generated by the Gal(F K)-orbit of u d .
Verification of Proposition 1.1
We give a very cursory outline of the steps necessary in verifying the claim for each dimension in Proposition 1.1. Let d be one of the dimensions in (2) and let D, K = Q( √ D) be as above. For each orbit in the list (7), choose a fiducial vector v. Let E be the corresponding SIC and let S(E) be the set of all matrix elements of the projectors in E in the distinguished basis. As in the introduction, write K(E) for K S(E) . The degrees [K(E) ∶ K] , [R ∶ K] can be calculated in MAGMA [4] . We verify that they are equal and that the defining polynomials for R factorise completely over K(E).
We illustrate these calculations for d = 19 in Appendix A. √
D) in dimension 19
We illustrate the foregoing for the case d = 19. So D = 5 and The polynomials f 2 , f 3 illustrate the reciprocal property referred to above. All three polynomials split inside the field Z K [y] (f 3 (y)). Separately, the defining polynomials for R 1 = F over Q( These generate abelian extensions of degree 2 and 9 respectively and so together generate a Galois extension of degree 18, as expected. So it remains to check that they split over the field Z K [y] (f 3 (y)), which is straightforward using a program like MAGMA [4] . Write t = cos π 19
. This unit generates R 1 K. Together with its Gal(R 1 K)-conjugates it generates a subgroup of the unit group U of Z × F of rank N19 2 = 9, which is also the rank of the subgroup U ∩ U(1) consisting of all units of R 1 = F of modulus 1 [11, §5] . 3 The calculations were performed using the function IndependentUnits in Magma, which assumes the validity of the generalized Riemann Hypothesis.
